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LA SIERRA GREENWAY

LA SIERRA GREENWAY
La Sierra Greenway, whose route was never crossed by any train, runs for 36 km at the foot of
the most southern mountains of the Iberian peninsula. The greenway runs between the towns of
Puerto Serrano and Olvera.
This exceptional route, which continues parallel to the banks of numerous rivers, passes through
such spectacular places like the nature reserve of Peñón de Zaframagón, where there is a large
colony of griffon vultures. These birds are controlled through a modern video surveillance.

TOUR DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION: Wheelchair Accessible Van
TOUR DURATION: 2 nights (3 days)
OPERATED: all year round
MEETING POINT: Hotel reception
PRICE:
430 EUR for 1-2 people
535 EUR for 3-4 people
640 EUR for 5-6 people
For larger groups please ask us for special prices.

More information and online booking at:
www.accessiblemadrid.com

TOUR CONDITIONS

The price includes:
- 2 nights at a wagon train hotel (breakfast
included)
- Bicycle, handbike and adapted bike rental
-Wheelchair Accessible Taxi to bring you back to
the hotel from any point in the greenway
- Gastronomic experience with local products
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Day by day

Day 1: Arrival to the wagon train hotel and check-in. The guests will be assigned a wagon train to
spend the whole stay. The rest of the day will be free time and the opportunity to enjoy the the swimming pool (equipped with hoist). Enjoy the magnificent views of the surrounding area. It will be a
great idea to visit to the greenway’s interpretation center.
Day 2: Handbikes and mountain bikes will be available for you to enjoy the greenway. La Sierra
Greenway is the most visited in Spain and has been awarded prizes of prestigious organizations such
as “Premio Andalucia Via Verde”, “Premio Andalucia del Turismo 2016” etc.
We recommend to make a stop at the nature reserve in the Peñón de Zaframagón, where you can
watch one the largest colonies of griffon vulture in the world. You can also visit the
Interpretation center (observatory) located at this same place.
Once you get half way of the trail (Coripe Station) you can end your route there or do the
second part. In both cases, you will have a wheelchair accessible taxi service to take you back to your
wagon train hotel in Olvera. In the evening, get ready to enjoy a delicious gastronomic experience at
your hotel. You will have different dishes made with traditional local products.
Day 3: Breakfast and check-out. End of service
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ACCOMMODATION
The hotel is located in Olvera Station. This is a quirky accommodation using railway carriages with
very comfortable apartments. Great location and facilities.
Sleep in a train car shaped surrounded by nature. This wagons recreate those used in the old line
railway lines of the 19th century in Spain.
Each coach has an area of about 50 square meters and consists of 2 rooms, 1 Bathroom, 1 living-kitchen (fully equipped) and a small porch. One of this cars is adapted for wheelchair users and people
with disabilities.
The complex has an outdoor saltwater pool (11.5 x 5.5 meters) with artificial lawn surrounding the
area. Air conditioning in all spaces, underfloor heating, WiFI zone, etc...
In addition you will also find areas adapted for parking vehicles and motor homes and also a restaurant with terrace in the main building of the train station.
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Terms & Conditions
OUR TOURS

Cancellation policy: 85% refund with at least 15 days
notice, 50% refund with at least 4 days notice, no
refund with less than 4 days notice.
In those Tours or Packages with airline, boat or train
tickets reservations, the customer will pay the entire
cost the service. Also applicable for Hotel with non
refundable rate.
Not included: snack/meals and gratuities

PAYMENT METHOD
To make a reservation, please
make a payment of 50% by bank
transfer to:
MOVILIDAD AMPLIADA S.L.
ES27 0049 6757 58 2916227458
BANCO SANTANDER
CODIGO SWIFT: BSCHESMM

Once you have completed the
payment, send us an email to:
info@accessiblemadrid.com

Contact persons at Accessible Madrid:
Arturo Garrido: +34694473663 / +34694473663
Oscar Olivier: +34656334838
Telephone numbers of interest:
Police: 112
Emergencies / Ambulance: 061
More information and online bookings at:
www.accessiblemadrid.com
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